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Abstract
We discuss Part-of-Speech(POS) tagging
of Hindi-English Code-Mixed(CM) text
from social media content. We propose
extensions to the existing approaches, we
also present a new feature set which addresses the transliteration problem inherent in social media. We achieve an 84%
accuracy with the new feature set. We
show that the context and joint modeling
of language detection and POS tag layers
do not help in POS tagging.

1

Introduction

Code Switching (CS) and Code Mixing (CM) are
natural phenomena observed in all stable multilingual societies. Code Switching refers to the
co-occurrence of speech extracts belonging to two
different grammatical system (Gumperz, 1982) in
a single utterance. Whereas, Code Mixing denotes the usage of linguistic units of one language into an utterance that belongs to another
language(Myers-Scotton, 1993). In this paper, we
will use CM to refer to both of these situations.
CM is predominately a speech-level phenomenon, though with the prevalence of social
media and user-generated content that are more
speech-like, we now observe CM quite commonly
in text as well (Crystal, 2001; Herring, 2003;
Danet and Herring, 2007; Cardenas-Claros and
Isharyanti, 2009). Therefore, it is imperative that
we develop NLP techniques for processing of CM
text to analyze the user-generated content from
and cater to the needs of multilingual societies.
In the recent past, there has been some work on
CM data most of which has been focused on word
level language identification (Solorio and Liu,
2008a; Saha Roy et al., 2013; Gella et al., 2013)
and POS tagging of CM text which is one of the
first steps towards processing of CM text. Partsof-Speech tagging is another task which has been

explored to a little extent for CM text (Solorio
and Liu, 2008b; Vyas et al., 2014). POS tagging of CM data is an interesting problem to study
both from a practical and a theoretical perspective
because it requires modeling of the grammatical
structures of both the languages as well as the syntactic constraints applicable on CM.
In this paper, we explore machine learning approaches for POS tagging of Hindi (Hi)-English
(En) CM text from social media. We start with
replication of the experiments presented in (Vyas
et al., 2014) and (Solorio and Liu, 2008b), and
reconfirm their results on our dataset. Then we
extend the set of features used by (Solorio and
Liu, 2008b) and do several feature selection experiments. Finally, we also propose and conduct
a joint language labeling and POS-tagging task.
Our experiments show that while there is marginal
improvement due to use of certain additional features, joint modeling significantly hurts the results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Sec 2 discusses the related work; in Sec 3, we
introduce some basic concepts and definitions.
Dataset is described in Sec 4 and the baseline experiments in Sec 5. Sec 6 discusses experiments
with additional features and Sec 7 the joint modeling approach. Finally, we summarize our work
and conclude in Sec 8.

2

Related Work

Parts-of-Speech tagging for monolingual text has
been studied extensively with an accuracy as high
as 97.3% for some languages (Toutanova et al.,
2015). However, not much work has been done on
POS tagging of CM text. Solorio and Liu (2008b)
were the first to introduce this problem through
their work on POS tagging of Spanish-English CM
text collected by recording a conversation between
three bilingual speakers and then manually transcribing the recording. They presented a set of
rule-based methods which included tagging the
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text through an English and a Spanish monolingual tagger and then choosing one of the two tags
for a word based on some heuristics that used (a)
the confidence scores of the taggers, (b) the lemma
of the words, and (c) the language of the word as
detected by several language detection techniques.
They extend their framework by learning to predict the tag per word based on the output of the two
monolingual taggers and several other features
such as the confidence scores, language labels and
the word itself. Naı̈ve Bayes, SVM, Logic Boost
and J48 were explored in their experimental setup.
The machine learning based techniques achieved
a word level tagging accuracy of around 93.5%,
which is nearly a 4% improvment over the best
of the rule-based systems. Note that since the
speech conversations were manually transcribed,
this dataset did not contain any spelling variations
or transliteration, which are typical of social media
text.
More recently, Vyas et al. (2014) presented an
initial study on POS tagging of Hindi-English CM
social media text. Apart from code-mixing, social media text poses other challenges as well, including transliteration (i.e., Romanization of Indic language words), intentional and unintentional
spelling variations, short and ungrammatical text,
etc. The authors created a corpora with multilevel annotations to represent the POS tag on the
first level, language label on the second level and
transliteration of the Hindi tokens in the final level.
A simple language detection based heuristic was
employed where first the text was divided into
chunks of tokens belonging to a language, and
then each chunk was tagged by the POS tagger for
that language. Language detection and translitera-

tion was carried out by a system described in Gella
et al. (2013). Three different sets of experiments
were conducted to study the effects of language
detection and transliteration on the accuracy of
POS tagging. With gold standard language labels
and transliteration, a word level tagging accuracy
of 79.02% has been reported, which is a good 15%
improvement over the case where both language
detection and transliteration were done automatically. This study not only highlights the importance of accurate language detection and transliteration for POS tagging of social media text, but
also establishes the inherent hardness of the problem. Clearly, POS tagging of CM text cannot be
solved by juxtaposition of two monolingual POS
taggers.
Another recent study by Jamatia and Das (2015)
briefly mentions POS tagging of Hindi-English
CM tweets, though the primary focus of their
work was tagging of monolingual Hindi tweets.
They report 63.5% word level tagging accuracy for
some Random Forest based pilot experiments on
400 CM utterances (all romanized) from Facebook
and Twitter. On the other hand, the authors report around 87% accuracy on monolingual Hindi
tweets written in Devanagari. Thus, this work also
illustrates the hardness of POS tagging transliterated and CM social media text.
In this context, it is useful to note that there has
been quite a few studies on POS tagging of monolingual social media content for English and a few
other languages. Gimpel et al. (2011) proposed
one of the first POS taggers for English tweets.
A tag set for representing the POS tags in social
media content was presented. They used a CRF
tagger with arbitrary local features in a log-linear
model adaptation. The feature set included context
cues such as the the presence of digits or hyphens
and capitalization in a word, and features representing suffixes upto length 3. The augmented feature set also amassed external linguistic resources,
the domain specific properties of data and unlabeled in-domain data. An accuracy of 89.95% was
reported.
Owoputi et al. (2013) proposed an improvement
over this original Twitter POS tagger. In addition to the unsupervised word clustering features,
the tagger exploits lexical features, which escalates the accuracy from aforementioned 90% to
93%. However, none of these studies consider
code-mixing.
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Table 3: Data set statistics
Table 1 presents a comparative summary of the
aforementioned approaches.

3

Basic Concepts and Annotation

With the advent of social media, we are now witnessing considerable amount of CM in text data,
which is primarily due to the fact that social media
data, and more generally other forms of CM such
as e-mails,blogs are speech-like comments Bali et
al. (2014). The following example for instance,
demonstrates CS and CM in social media content:
Dude I think u should try again caz ye [this]
tera [your] fault nahi [not] hai [is]. ye [this]
CBSE walo [people] ki [of] fault hai [is].
The above utterance is an instance of both CM
and CS. It is code-switched because the first part
of the sentence ”Dude I think u should try again
caz” is in En matrix whereas the rest of the sentence is in Hi matrix. It is also code-mixed as there
are En words such as fault is embedded within the
Hi matrix.
More formally,
1. Matrix Language: The language governing
the grammar of an utterance is called as the
matrix language of the utterance. (plural:
matrices)
2. Embedded Language: Refers to the language of the words that are not in the matrix
language, but nevertheless, are embedded in
the utterances.
3. Switch Points:
Suppose that q
:<
w1 w2 w3 . . . wn > is an utterance; i is a

switch point if and only if the language of
the word wi is different from wi+1
Normalization is defined as the process of
transforming an input text that might contain nonstandard spellings and informal syntax to a standard or canonical representation of the spellings
and grammar. If the language is not written in
the script that is normally used, then the process of normalization would also involve backtransliteration from the non-native script to canonical word forms in the native script.
POS tagging of a CM text in social media is a
challenging task due to the following reasons:
1. Paucity of annotated CM data: Annotating
any data is a laborious task. However, there
are further complications in CM data annotations. A bi-lingual speaker who is proficient
at both the languages who also has matching linguistic background may be required
for annotating POS tags of CM text. Although crowd-sourcing can be an alternative
approach, it comes with the risk of inaccurate
annotations. For this reason, crowd sourcing
is not a very viable alternative for this kind of
annotation (Jamatia and Das, 2014).
2. Transliteration of tokens: Traditionally, Indic languages are written in their native
script. But, due to various socio-technical
reasons, the computer mediated channels
have been observing a lot of romanized content Sowmya et al. (2010). Bali et al. (2014)
showed that less than 5% of the Hi content
popular in social media are in native script.
This can appear to be a challenging task for
identifying the language of the words and
thereby POS tagging of such words.

4

Data Set

For this study, we use data from two different
sources. The first set was created by (Vyas et al.,
2014). The corpora contains posts and comments
belonging to Facebook pages of various celebrities and the BBC Hindi news page. The second
source ocomes from Jamatia et al. (2015). The
data is acquired from @BBCHindi and @aajtak
using a Java based Twitter API. The statistics for
each source is summarized by Table 3. There is
a total of 628 utterances with 9,790 tokens and
48.4% of data features CM.

Vyas et al. (2014) mention the matrix language
to be either Hi or En. But, for the sake of granular analysis we divide matrix language into four
parts: Hindi-Monolingual (HiMono), Hindi-Code
Mixed (HiCM), English-Monolingual (EnMono)
and English-Code Mixed (EnCM). We also follow
a multilevel annotation and the same illustrated by
figure 1.
For our study, we use the tags generated by the
individual POS taggers. But as the tag sets for Hi
(Sankaran et al., 2008) (also known as ILPOST
tagset) and En (Marcus et al., 1993) tagger are of
different, we map both the tag sets to a universal
POS tag set as proposed by(Petrov et al., 2011).
The mapping from En tag set to the universal tag
set has already been proposed by (Petrov et al.,
2011); we present a mapping from Hi tag set to
the universal POS tag set which is shown in Table
2.

5

Baseline Experiments

In this section we present baseline experiments for
the VGSBC and SL model which is essentially the
replication of the approaches proposes by Vyas et
al. (2014) and Solorio and Liu (2008b) respectively. However, in the next section, we discuss
additional features and extensions to the existing
models.
5.1

VGSBC Baseline Experiments

Initially, we conduct the experiments proposed by
(Vyas et al., 2014), and we refer to this model
as VGSBC model following the names of the authors. The VGSBC model divides the text into
chunks of tokens having same language. After
which, the Hi chunks are tagged by the Hi POS
tagger and En chunks are tagged by En POS tagger. The model presents three different experiments: The first experiment uses gold language
labels(LL) and gold normalization (HN) of the token. On the other hand, the second experiment
uses gold language labels but automated normalization of the tokens which helps one to individually study the effect of gold standard normalization. Finally, machine generated language labels
and transliteration is used to establish the their
combined role. We implement an n-gram based
language identifier as proposed by (Gella et al.,
2013; King and Abney, 2013a). For generating
back-transliterations, we use a transliteration system inspired by (Gella et al., 2013). For Hi, a

Figure 1: An annotation example
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Table 4: VGSBC results on the data set
CRF++ based Hindi POS Tagger is used which
can be downloaded from http://nltr.org/
snltr-software/ and for En, we use the
Twitter POS tagger (Owoputi et al., 2013) which is
also freely available at http://www.ark.cs.
cmu.edu/TweetNLP/. The tagger has an inbuilt tokenizer and normalizer specifically fabricated to handle social media content.
Result: Table 4 shows the results on our test
data set using the VGSBC model. The accuracy
is the highest (78.2%) when gold language labels
and gold normalization is used. Also, VGSBC
with gold language labels and gold normalization
performs 6% better than VGSBC with machine
generated language labels and automated normalization.
5.2

SL Baseline Experiments

The VGSBC model proposes a modest approach
to POS tagging. As each chunk is tagged separately by either of the monolingual taggers, crucial
information that can be captured by the other tagger is missed. Moreover, as the entire utterance is
not tagged by the tagger, a right POS tag cannot be
determined for every chunk. In other words, only

completely monolingual utterances will be tagged
appropriately by such an approach. Although the
model uses language labels as well as the normalization of the tokens, it does not employ any machine learning algorithms to train a CM POS tagger. In contrast, SL model presents an approach
which leverages the tags spawned by both the taggers. Furthermore, an entire utterance is passed to
the individual taggers and either of the tags (from
Hi POS tagger or En POS tagger) is chosen based
on various heuristics:
5.2.1 Using Individual Taggers
We run the CM text through the individual taggers and measure the accuracy with respect to each
tagger. As mentioned earlier, we pass the entire
utterance to both taggers and then compute the accuracy for each tagger so as to determine how well
monolingual the taggers work on CM text.
5.2.2 Using Language Labels
We also use the language labels to select the appropriate POS of the word in a CM text:
1. Automatic Language Detection: The language labels of words in the CM text was de-
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0.610
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Table 5: SL baseline accuracy
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Overall
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Table 6: SL machine learning experiment
termined by using an n-gram based language
identifier suggested by(Gella et al., 2013).
The POS of the word is chosen based on its
language label i.e. if the word is identified to
be En, the output by En POS tagger will be
considered as the POS of the word and similarly the POS of the Hi POS tagger is taken
as the POS of the word if the language of the
word is identified to be Hi.
2. Gold Standard Language Detection: The
word level language labels of the CM text
was done by a human annotator and the gold
language labels of the words in CM text were
used to choose the right POS of the word.
5.2.3 Oracle
Finally, to establish a baseline accuracy, we
check if one of the POS tags generated by the individual POS taggers matches the gold POS tag
and accordingly calculate the accuracy. In other
words, Oracle gives the accuracy when the right
tag is chosen from the available POS tags of monolingual POS taggers.
5.2.4 SL Baseline Results
As shown in Table 5, the monolingual taggers
fail miserably as the CM text contains words that
are foreign to the monolingual taggers. Therefore, an accuracy of 45.5% and 61.1% is obtained
for En and Hi respectively. Unsurprisingly, the

accuracy is high when the matrices are monolingual and when the appropriate POS tagger is used.
When the gold language labels are used, the accuracy of the POS tags increases dramatically and an
accuracy of 82.1% is obtained.
5.3

SL Machine Learning Experiments

We also conduct the machine learning experiments
proposed by Solorio and Liu with the following
features:En POS tag, Hi POS tag, POS confidence
and the current token.
Due to the lack of information such as the confidence score and the tagger lemma, we could not
conduct the experiments verbatim. However, the
above mentioned features are closest to the features proposed by Solorio and Liu that we could
replicate.
We use MALLET (MAchine Learning LanguagE Toolkit) which can be downloaded from
http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/ for training the CM POS tagger. As the data set is relatively smaller, a 10-fold cross validation was used
for all the experiments. The experiment is conducted in three steps. We trained a Naı̈ve Bayes
and a MaxEnt based model aforementioned in the
SL model.
5.3.1

Results

The accuracy obtained for each algorithm is as
shown in Table 6. MaxEnt algorithm outperforms
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Table 7: Effect of context on learning
Scheme

Accuracy

the SL tagger does not utilize the contextual features, normalization features, sub-word features
such as whether the first letter in a word is capitalized and so on. In this section, we propose additional features to the existing feature set used by
the SL model and also propose extensions to the
existing models.

Without Normalization (SL)

0.831

With Automated Normalization

0.834

6.1

With Gold Normalization

0.840

In addition to the feature set proposed by the SL
model, we use the feature set proposed by Chittaranjan et al. (2014). The final augmented feature
set is shown below:
Monolingual POS tagger Features: The output generated by the individual POS taggers
mapped to the universal POS tag set is used as features. The confidence of the taggers is also used as
a feature but as ILPOST does not generate a confidence score per tag, the confidence score generated by the Twitter tagger alone is used.
Normalization Feature: The words are normalized to their native script. That is, if the word
is an En word, its standard form is used. Similarly,
if the word is an Hi word, its gold transliteration
is used. The rationale behind using this feature is
that the text is written only in Roman script and is
prone to non-standard spellings.
Contextual Features: These features include
context cues such as the current token, an array of
previous and next words, previous token and previous tag.
Capitalization Features: Indicates if the token
is capitalized or not. These features signal an instance of Named Entity which could be a proper
noun.
Special Character Features: Social media
posts generally contain special characters like @,
# etc.
Lexicon Features: They capture the existence
of a token in lexicons. The lexicons include a Hi
dictionary of most frequent words, En dictionary
of most frequent words, a list of common NEs and
a list of common acronyms.
Language Identifier Scores: We used character n-grams (King and Abney, 2013b) to train
two language identifiers. We trained two separate language identifiers to identify words of Hi
and En. We trained each such classifier with 5000
cases of positive instances and 5000 cases of negative instances. The classifiers were trained on
M aximum Entropy(M axEnt) and the proba-

Table 8: Effect of Normalization on Accuracy
the Naive Bayes algorithm by 7%. Therefore,
MaxEnt is chosen for further experiments.
5.4

Comparison of the Models

Let us now compare the numbers in table 4 and
5. When the gold standard language labels are
used, the VGSBC model performs with 75.9% accuracy whereas the SL model has an accuracy of
82.1%. Similarly, when automated language labels are used, the VGSBC model works with an
accuracy of 69.8% but the SL model performs
with 82.1% accuracy. This clearly shows that tagging an utterance first and later choosing the POS
tag based on the language label works better than
dividing the utterance into chunks based on the
language labels and then passing the chunks to the
POS taggers.
The VGSBC and SL model show improvement
in the accuracy ( 6% and 2% respectively) when
gold language labels are used. The improvement
in the accuracy can be owed to the fact that automatic language detection of a CM data plays a
very important role and is far from a solved problem (Solorio et al., 2014). Further, the Oracle accuracy on our data set was found to be 86.4%.
The SL machine learning model works better
than the SL baseline model with automatic language detection by 3% but is less than Oracle almost by the same margin. It is also seen that the
machine learning model better than the SL baseline model (by 1%) with human language identification.

6

Additional Features and Joint
Modeling

Although the SL models performs better than the
VGSBC model, it does not use several features
that the modern taggers use today. For instance,

The Feature Set

Features

Accuracy

Context

0.837

Hi and En LL

0.837

Lexicons

0.837

Hi Lexicon

0.838

NE and Acronym Lexicon

0.836

Hi, NE and Acronym Lexicon

0.840

Punctuation

0.838

Capitalization

0.836

Hi Normalization

0.830

Current Token

0.802

En Confidence

0.836

Hi, En POS and En Confidence

0.721

Capitalization, Punctuation and
Lexicon

0.836

Table 9: The ablation experiment
bility scores for each label was used as a feature
for CM POS tagger.
6.2

Experiments

In this section, we discuss various experiments
with the new found features. We use MaxEnt algorithm for all the experiments discussed in this
section with a 10-fold cross validation.
6.2.1

Context Based Experiments

Firstly, we choose the Monolingual POS tagger features ( POSHi , POSEn , ConfidenceEn ) along
with Normalization Feature (NRM) and experiment for the best context. We run the experiment
on different window size of words to determine the
right context that produces the best accuracy. We
begin with a context of three words (previous three
words and next three words), i.e. window size = 3
and reduce the size by 1 for each experiment.
6.2.2

Normalization Experiments

We also propose extensions to SL model by
using normalization of tokens as one of the features. Initially, we train a CM POS tagger with
the aforementioned features without any normalization. This is exactly in line with what SL model
proposes. In the next set of experiments, we use a
machine transliteration of the token as the feature.

Finally, we use the gold transliteration as the feature to compare the gain with accuracy when the
transliteration of the token is perfectly known.
6.3

Results

In the context based experiment, we observe that
the accuracy increases consistently as the context
decreases which is surprising as the context should
have helped the learner. We also find that the word
alone (no context) is the optimal context for the
tagger. This is summarized by Table 7.
We see that the normalization slightly betters
the performance. There is 1% increase in the accuracy when gold normalization is used. Table 8
exemplifies the gain in accuracy with the addition
of normalization layer.
After choosing the right context size, we conduct a set of ablation experiments to study the effect of a set of features on the accuracy. We selectively turn off some of the features and observe
the corresponding change in the accuracy for such
a set of features. We conducted an elaborate feature selection step which is recapitulated by Table
9. From the table we observe that when the POS
tags of the monolingual taggers are turned off, the
accuracy drops steeply indicating that POS tags of
the monolingual taggers contribute the most to the
learning. The highest accuracy obtained is 84%
when Hi, NE and Acronym lexicons are ablated
and we call the corresponding model as SL++
model.

7

Joint Modeling

As the above proposed approaches use two separate layers viz. a language identification layer and
a normalization layer, we propose a joint modeling of both the layer and investigate the resulting
tagger. Our reasoning is that the the errors propagating through the layers can be avoided by designing a joint modeling system. To implement
the above proposal, we come up with a new tag
system which is a product of the POS tag set and
language label set.
Let ρ : P OS 1 , P OS 2 , ... P OS 12 be the POS
tags.
Let Λ : L1 , L2 , L3 be the language labels.
Then, the new tag set T obtained is defined as:
T :ρ×Λ
We choose the best model from Table 9 and run
the joint modeling experiments. This approach
yields an accuracy of 77.33%.

M atrix : Hindi

VGSBC
SL
SL++

M atrix : English

Overall

HiM ono

HiCM Overall

EnM ono

EnCM

Overall

0.803
0.849
0.852

0.813
0.861
0.861

0.827
0.926
0.930

0.817
0.930
0.908

0.817
0.911
0.915

0.815
0.851
0.859

0.812
0.913
0.926

Table 10: Matrix level accuracy of the systems

0.86
0.84

Accuracy

0.88

SL
VG
SL++

0.82

In this study, we have seen that the VGSBC model
performs poorly in comparison to the SL model
baselines. This shows that passing the entire utterance to the monolingual POS tagger and then
choosing the appropriate tags based on the language label works better than passing the monolingual fragments of the utterance to the respective monolingual tagger. We also see that the machine learning based technique described (Solorio
and Liu, 2008) performs much better than all the
baselines that only use some heuristics on top of
the monolingual taggers. This essentially reestablishes the findings by Solorio and Liu (2008b).
Our extended feature experiments show that the
context features do not help. In fact, the accuracy
consistently increases as the context is narrowed
down all the way until no context is used. Further, the SL model with the augmented features
provides only marginal improvements. We believe
that this is due to the paucity of training and test
data. To verify this proposition, we trained and
tested the VGSBC, SL and SL++ models on our
entire dataset, the results of which are shown in
10. It is seen that the accuracy obtained for each
model on the training data is consistently higher
and that too by a large margin than when we did
k-fold validation (all our previous experiments).
Thus, it is clear that with context and other features, the models are over-fitting to the data and
as a result we see no benefit. We do believe that
some of the features, especially the context is useful and experiments on larger training set, will be
able to bring this fact out. Similarly, the joint
modeling approach also shows a degraded performance probably because of larger number of tags
and insufficient data to learn from.
In order to understand the pain points of CM
text processing, we also analyzed the correlation
between the number of switch points in a sentence and the accuracy of POS tagging. Figure 2
shows the plot of number of switch points (so 0

0.90

Discussion and Conclusion

0.80
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Figure 2: An annotation example
essentially refers to monolingual utterances) versus the word level accuracy of the tagger averaged on all test sentences with that many switch
points. We see that with the increase of number
of switch points, the accuracy falls dramatically
for up to 2 switch points. However, the accuracy
for three switch points is higher than one or two
switch points. When we investigated into this, we
found that there are very few examples in our test
set with 3 or more switch points and as a result it
is impossible to make any conclusions from there.
In future, we would like to address the data
scarcity problem through a multi-pronged approach of (a) annotating more data, (b) using unsupervised machine learning techniques, and (c)
better learning from monolingual utterances. Another promising direction of research could be to
model this problem as a structured output prediction rather than a pointwise classification problem.
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